Notes on Contributors

Phil Agre is an assistant professor of communication at the University of California, San Diego. He is the author of *Computation and Human Experience* (Cambridge University Press) and co-editor of *Technology and Privacy: The New Landscape* (MIT Press) and *Reinventing Technology, Rediscovering Community: Critical Studies in Computing as a Social Practice* (Ablex). He is also the editor of an online newsletter “The Network Observer” from which this article first appeared.

John Buschman is Department Chair and Collection Development librarian at Rider University Library. He has authored several articles for the library press, edited *Critical Approaches to Information Technology in Librarianship* (Greenwood, 1993) and is co-editor of *Progressive Librarian*.

James Love has worked for the Center for Responsive Law since 1970. He has directed two center projects: the Consumer Project on Technology and the Taxpayer Assets project. In 1996, he organized the Union for the Public Domain.

Peter McDonald is the Director of the Geneva Library at Cornell University. He has been a member of PLG since its inception and is the current manager of PLGnet.

Melissa Reilly is a librarian at San Francisco Public Library, a member of the Intellectual Freedom Committee of the California Library Association, and a longtime PLG activist.

Mark Rosenzweig is an Assistant Professor of Library Service at Axinn Library, Hofstra University. He is co-editor of *Progressive Librarian*, co-founder of the Progressive Librarians Guild, and Councilor-at-Large for ALA's Council.

Vigdor Schreibman is editor and publisher of Federal Information News Syndicate (FINS) <fms@access.digex.net>. He is the author of *Knowledge Organization for the Betterment of Humankind*, selected by the International Federation of Library Associations' Universal Dataflow and Telecommunications Core Programme (IFLA UDT Occasional Paper, April 1997).

PLG Statement of Purpose

The Progressive Librarians Guild has been established to:

- Provide a forum for the open exchange of radical views on library issues.
- Conduct campaigns to support progressive and democratic library activities locally, nationally and internationally.
- Defend activist librarians as they work to effect changes in their own libraries and communities.
- Bridge the artificial and destructive gap within our profession between school, public, academic and special libraries.
- Encourage debate about prevailing management strategies adopted directly from the business world, and propose democratic forms of library administration.
- Consider the impact of technological change in the library workplace and on the provision of library service.
- Monitor the professional ethics of librarianship from a social responsibility perspective.
- Facilitate contacts between progressive librarians and other professional and scholarly groups dealing with communications worldwide.

Membership dues for the Progressive Librarians Guild are $20 for individuals, $10 for low income. Membership includes a subscription to *Progressive Librarian*. To join fill out this coupon and send with a check or money order to: Progressive Librarians Guild, P.O. Box 2203, Times Square Station, New York NY 10108.

Membership is open to library workers and users who agree with PLG's Statement of Purpose.

Your Name ________________________________ Mailing Address ________________________________

City ________________________________ State ____ Zip ________________________________

Library ________________________________ Phone ________________________________

Area/s of interest ________________________________ E-mail ________________________________

Do you wish to be listed in the PLG Directory? Yes [ ] No [ ]